Subject:

Bush's-error to lead morally degenerate of HK Gov.

The parliament of a nation of USA
& House of Representatives
The senator & Congressman;
Dear Sir/Madam,

Apr.29, 2006

After the Feb.12, 2006, proper the Avian Flu spreading worldwide, the WHO and Bush
administration which continue to be unreasonable in assisting the China and Hong Kong
government to conceal my invention, I was to sent out a large number complained Email relieved to
respected entire councilors. (http://www.ycec.com/UN/060212-redress-for-Bush's-error.mht)
I very glad to know, the US chamber of commerce of Hong Kong who at once publish a
press release to point out the air-contamination of Hong Kong critical and if there is no
improvement, they will withdraw investment in Hong Kong! I very much to thanks this express
support for morality and justice from entire councilors.
But, the Donald Tsang Government was very foxy to take out a photograph which shown
beautiful scenery morning mist of Hong Kong Victoria Harbor for hoodwink Hong Kong citizen
and international society, Donald Tsang Government pass through the TV news to enumerate
morning mist for witness the air foul of Hong Kong! For the lifelike to perform, so the Director of
Hong Kong Observatory was self-criticism for prospect-duty! Donald Tsang was cunning to use
this means to cover up his embarrassment. http://www.ycec.com/vs-SARS/060319-TVB.pdf
But, today, impenitent Donald Tsang of HK chief executive was not afraid of losing the dignity
precisely and to take the lead to destroy law and order of Hong Kong and the independent character
of legal system impenitent！The website at www.ycec.com/Prosecuted-TYQ/HCA-2260-2005.htm
Besides, international society could be clear about, the Hong Kong society was to sink into Fascism
bridle now, or the Hong Kong society to accept enslaved degree already that was fathomless, so the
just sound no find! Also that is to say, the China and Hong Kong Government were successful in
using absurd reason to achieved for overthrow modern civilization and go back to persecuted
Galileo years of 16th century.
21st April, 2006 was the martyrdom date of Hong Kong legal profession, by the threaten and
bribe from the HK leader Donald Tsang, the Hon Chu J of HK High Court was ordered to canceled
the HCA2260/2005 case of Hong Kong High Court at random！
In the HCA2260/2005 case, which state four reasons of lawsuit to arraign the HK highest
leader Donald Tsang for claims over to 10 hundred million U.S. dollars. The four reasons are
mainly the conceal, tort for cure the SARS, Bird flu of medicine invent of Lin Zhen Man and
murder, force-out Lin Zhen Man’s civil rights！
The HCA2260/2005 case started on 14th November 2005 which had a Court Order made by
Deputy High Court Judge Poon on Jan. 13, 2006 to directives, if the defendant (Donald Tsang) to
appeal refuses defend and cancel the case, the defendant must file a reason statements by affidavit,
but the HK highest leader Donald Tsang rejected for file any oath and acquiesce his guilty
conscience, so Donald Tsang of Hong Kong chief executive was to abandon counterclaim the libel
of plaintiff to redeem-reputation by the Secretary for Justice! Donald Tsang was to demonstrate
him to have a guilty conscience!
Therefore, the Hong Kong High Court was anxious to dismiss the charges against Hong Kong
chief executive! The court’s verdict has stated that the government has no cover-up and your

invention where it can also be found at the Patent Office of the government websites, therefore, no
one would cover-up your intellectual property rights and Hong Kong Government has no obligation
to propaganda for you! So the definition for cover-up matter is that simplified? The crafty figure
of Donald Tsang of Hong Kong chief executive was in the extreme, is it possible that is no robber
logic? If no, what is that?
However, the court’s verdict went a step further opinion that: “…the government’s media
manufactures for Hong Kong University's Professor Yuan Kuoyong by the “physiological saline”
may wash the lung sterilization to treat SARS, Bird flu widely to propagandize in Hong Kong, is
accused by you for embezzles to pose as your PFCO patent medicine, has nothing to do with the
government! On the contrast, your charges against Hong Kong chief executive are totally
groundless, nonsense and may be up to some motive. Although Hong Kong government gave you
a patent application number, you do not have the legal rights under the patent law to apply for the
legal protection.”
Above mentioned is the professed “decision logic” of kick out HK chief executive's case and
one-sided statements, but the 18th order 7th rule of high court rules is stipulated, every pleading
must contain, and contain only, a statement in a summary form of the material facts on which the
party pleading relies for his claim or defense! After all the Hong Kong University's “physiological
saline” or plaintiff inventor’s “PFCO” medicines which is the only effective way to cure the SARS
and Bird flu? As everyone knows, if it could not pass through hearing procedure, what the high
court how to verdict the right and wrong? Could it be said that the robber Government to rear
livestock in pens the robber Justice was habitually practice the robber logic? If no, what is that?
This indicated that the high court of Hong Kong simply does not have its independent
character! The Donald Tsang government was afraid to front hearing with again to refuse the
patent inventor to apply for the ban to prevent from hospital of government to tort and steal plaintiff
patent inventor’s intellectual property rights, still continue jactitation “physiological saline” to have
nothing to do with to tort with the Donald Tsang government? What the Donald Tsang could be to
justify oneself? So the court verdict was to speak incoherently, is it possible that Donald Tsang
government is not that a villainous government?
Furthermore, Mr. Donald Tsang was to be indifferent to give way to the entire world to know
the chief executive of Hong Kong is a person but who was not to know what the reputation and
dignity!
What is more surprising is that the shamed at verdict of Court of Hong Kong today is not
accidental, the quality of judges that lowly deteriorate is an essential factor first. Second element is
the intervention by the chief executive Donald Tsang between Hon. Chief Justice Li and Hon Ma
CJHC of High Court who was to become a personal-alliance and leads to deterioration of the law
and order of Hong Kong society.
Therefore, a large number of judges of Appeal Court who were Hon Woo VP, Hon. Yeung JA,
Hon. Yuen JA, Hon Tang JA and a large number of judges of Original Court who were Hon. Yam J,
Hon. Lam J, Hon Kwan J, Hon. A Cheung J, Deputy High Court Judge To, Deputy District Judge M.
Wong and Master Levy, Master Chan etc. to judgments by booty to impute to technique and trump
up a fact means to protect the Secret-Society to plunder Lin Zhen Man’s investment factory in Shen
Zhen city of China thusHCA9585/1999 case, and to extend include all the case of Lin Zhen Man
which HCA5037/38/1998, HCA9174/2000, LDBM61/2002, LDBM220/2005, CACV354/2001,
CACV355/2002, CACV633/2001, CACV1093/2001, CACV122/2004, CACV362/2004,
FAVM1/2002, FAVM21/2002, FAMV16/2004 of Hong Kong Court etc. Why is it that the Justices
of HK has become a terrorist more terrifying than the Secret-Society?

The above mentioned in the Chinese case of Court of HK were on show at www.ycec.com
provided for per each Gov. of country, human rights organize or historian, connoisseur of legal
profession to understand where the justice-right of Court Hong Kong and judicature-morality of
judges?!
What HK chief executive Donald Tsang is going to about ours complain? Will he rectified
and learn from his mistake? After returning to China in 1997, Hong Kong government’s standards
were falling and are there a basis limit to the fall? This momentous case will to look out upon and
stern to follow with interest in the international society.
Thus it can be seen that lying is an instinct of Donald Tsang Government, the chief
executive of Hong Kong has no self-respect and rely on control and adulation in medium on Hong
Kong, to rely on false investigate of public opinion support, all Hong Kong citizen were to received
deception!
It very to satirize is, Hu Jin-Tao of China Country Chairman in America was to announced to
promised to protect intellectual property rights, on this time, HK leader Donald Tsang was to go
against the historical trend and to obtain Zeng Qing-Hong of China Country vice-chairman support
to act wildly in the world civilization on Apr.21, 2006. Could we to understand that is the
ambiversion of China Government or each does things in his own way? Chairman Hu Jin-Tao has
already competent to reform the crime of Zeng Qing-Hong and Donald Tsang, so the international
society do not over-tolerate again!
I, Lin Zhen-Man, am here to appeal to the leader of government of each country, each
international human right organization and international politician it is time to make a public open
to verbal sympathy and reproach!

Lin Zhen-man
Hong Kong Apr. 29, 2006
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To tell for the west leader, each country of law and order and Chinese of the worldwide!
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A gist to conceal the invent of cure SARS and bird flu is to be doubly guilty for the people of
one's own country!
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A letter to Prime Minister Tony Blair of United Kingdom on Nov.02, 2005
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A letter to Each member of the parliament of United Kingdom on Nov.03, 2005
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A letter to Chinese of the worldwide and each mass media on Feb. 02, 2006
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LZM's warning to member countries of WTO/WHO
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LZM's warning to organization of medicine-study of US and WHO
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